Fuel asset decomissioning and remediation

Fuel is a critical asset, but you don’t have
to be a slave to it when you partner
with LCM. Take control of your fuel
management today.
Fuel asset decommissioning SERVICES

Fuel asset decommissioning
and remediation
This work can be dangerous and presents environmental risk. LCM’s 30 years
experience ensures that this hazardous work is done safely and diligently.
Fuel terminal and petrol
station removal
Decommissioning a fuel asset needs specialist support
to ensure it’s carried out safely and in accordance
with relevant legislation. As well as the removal of
all underground infrastructure, buildings must be
demolished and the site cleared. Finally, the ground itself
must be remediated and all contaminants eradicated.
With many years of experience working in the
petrochemical industry, LCM brings unrivalled expertise
to fuel asset decommissioning and demolition projects.
Delivering a complete service including consultancy to
the world’s major oil companies, independent operators
and land developers, LCM’s reach extends across the UK,
into Europe and beyond.

LCM is equipped to manage every aspect of any fuel
asset decommissioning project. Whether a petrol station
decommissioning, or a fuel terminal with bulk storage
tanks, LCM has it covered from inception to completion,
leaving your valuable site ready for future development.

Fuel Site and Forecourt Closure
Fuel asset decommissioning takes time; often for
financial reasons or because of delays waiting for
the necessary consents and documentation site
may be closed awaiting a sale. This can threaten the
security of a valuable site and its contents. LCM’s site
closure service uplifts and transports any fuel stocks,
temporarily decommissions tanks, removes signage
and valuable stock to secure your premises until your
decommissioning project or sale can proceed.

Efficient, cost-effective and safe fuel tank
removal and installations
Fuel tank installations and removals

Ground remediation specialists

The installation, removal and replacement of fuel tanks is just one of LCM’s many
services to the downstream fuel industry. Originally specialising in the maintenance
of terminal storage tanks in the 1990s, LCM brings its expertise, quality standards
and exemplary health and safety record to every project it undertakes.

Ground remediation, sometimes called soil or land remediation, has been one of
LCM Environmental’s core fuel industry services since 1990. Working with major oil
companies, independent petrol forecourt operators and environmental consultants,
LCM has remediated countless sites across the UK and Europe, ensuring valuable
land is safe and ready for redevelopment.

Experienced, skilled workforce
LCM’s skilled workforce, trained in excess of the standards required by OCTEL,
HSE and MOD SPR03, has a wealth of experience in fuel tank and pipe removal
and installation. Whether implementing a one-off project or as part of a full site
decommissioning, LCM understands and meets the unique needs and demands
of the fuel industry across the UK and Europe.

Innovative fuel technology
Innovative resources such as NanoVapor™ to control volatile vapours, Petroscope™
to clean and inspect tanks without manned entry and vacuum excavation to avoid
damage to underground utilities, make LCM’s fuel tank installation and removal
service efficient, cost-effective and safe.

Why is land remediation necessary?
As well as posing an environmental risk, the presence of hydrocarbons in soil is
harmful to the environment and ultimately to human health. Many former fuel
station sites are remediated for housing or commercial use and the land must be
rendered safe before development. Whether part of a site decommissioning or for
soil remediation after accidental contamination, working with LCM will ensure an
efficient and environmentally responsible solution.

In-house team and plant
LCM’s specialist in-house teams of environmental consultants, engineers and ground
workers are fully equipped to manage every aspect of your ground remediation
project. From borehole drilling, soil sampling and reporting, to the installation and
monitoring of ground remediation systems, LCM delivers responsible and effective
environmental services to its industry partners.
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